
garbage

生  ご  み

★Notes
　1. Take inner-spring mattresses and sofas apart, 　

separating the springs from the other materials.
　2. Take sinks apart and separate the metal from the 

ceramics.
　3. Exclude batteries and fluorescent lamps.
　4. Completely extract all fuel from fuel drums, fans, 

heaters and stoves before disposal.
　5. Stack all carpets, tin plates and corrugated sheets 

into bundles within 1m wide and 2m in length.
　6. Logs and rectangular lumber are treatable if within 

2m in length and 10cm in diameter.
　7. Futons and Japanese tatami mats, within ten pieces, 

can be taken directly to the amenity park.
　8. Steel pipes within 2.5cm in diameter are disposable.
　9. Steel goods within 1cm in thickness are disposable.
　10. In the case of muddy and moist clothes or carpets, 

clean and dry them.

★Notes
　1. Crush big nonrigid plastics within 30cm.
　2. Put out the trees, branches and boards within 30cm in 

length, 5cm in thickness.
 We hope that these materials can be composted.
　3. Do not throw away dirty diapers. You must remove the 

contents first.
　4. Use up all of the gunpowder from things such as 

matches and fireworks.
　5. Cut open plastic bags and containers（such as soap 

and detergent）and use all of the contents before 
disposal.

　6. In the case of very moist garbage, drain the water and 
wrap it in newspaper before disposal to prevent leaking.

　7. Styrofoam and styrofoam trays are now included with 
"Burnable garbage".

　8. Do not put steel with "Burnable garbage".

★Notes
　1. Wrap cutlery and broken 

ceramics in paper or cloth so 
they will not be dangerous.

　2. Completely empty all spray or 
gas from cans and cylinders, 
and then puncture them.

・ Please drain off water well !
・ Please put the drainer nets in a garbage bag（yellow）to be 
able to burn

・ Please see an attached sheet, a garbage chart !

Category

Can

か  ん

Glass bottle

び  ん

PET bottle

ペットボトル

Explanation Specified garbage bag, etc.

★Notes　Place cans, glass bottles, and PET bottles separately into the specified garbage bag.

★Notes
　Remove lid and put it out after rinsing the inside.
　（Put metal lids with "Non burnable garbage".）
　（Put plastic lids with "Burnable garbage".）

Town's specified 
garbage bag only.
（Red）

Town's specified
garbage bag only.
（Yellow）

Town's specified 
garbage bag only.
（Green）

Town's specified 
garbage bag only.
（Green）

Town's specified 
garbage bag only.
（Green）

★Notes　Television, refrigerator, washing machine, air conditioner and clothes drier are unprocessable, take them to the your nearest electric appliance store.
★Enquiries　Okutone Amenity Park　☎64-1167

新聞紙・雑誌 

段ボール 

紙パック 

Newspaper・Magazine

CorrugatedCardboard

Paper carton

Burnable garbage

燃やせるごみ

Non burnable
garbage

燃やせないごみ

Batteries

電　　池

Fluorescent lamp
and light bulb

蛍光管等 

Bulky garbage item

粗大ごみ

★Notes
　1. Remove lid and put it out after rinsing the inside.
　  （Put the lid with "Burnable garbage".）
　2. Dirty PET bottles cannot be recycled. Put them with 

the burnable garbage.

Town's specified
garbage bag only.
（Transparent）

★Notes
Exhaust the light completely and be careful 
not to break it.
（Put lights back into their original packaging 
before disposal.）

Please cross-bind
　separately and put it out.

Please take directly to the
Okutone Amenity Park.

Authorized traders
Watanabe-shikiriten ☎ 72-6119
 ☎ 090-1464-5456
Igarashi sho-ten ☎ 62-3564
Numata Kankyo service ☎ 22-4158
Ubukata shigen ☎ 22-5555
Numata shigen ☎ 23-8153

How to divide garbage

★Notes
　1. Cross-bind newspapers, magazines, corrugated 

cardboard and paper cartons separately.
　2. Before binding paper cartons, remove the pouring 

attachments, wash the inside of the cartons, open 
and dry them.

　3. Place paper cartons with aluminium coating with 
"Burnable garbage."

★Notes
　Include only these types of batteries.

If you are unable to take it to the amenity 
park, contact the nearest authorized 
trader for pickup.

（グリーン） 

資源ごみ 

（グリーン） 

資源ごみ 

（グリーン） 

資源ごみ 

（レッド） 

生ごみ 

（イエロー） 

燃やせるごみ 

（クリア） 

燃やせないごみ 

clear bag

★Notes
　Put it out after rinsing the inside.

clear bag


